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Summary. We deal with differential algebraic equations (DAEs) with properly stated leading terms. The calculation of the index of these systems is based on a matrix sequence with
suitably chosen projectors. A new algorithm based on matrices of Taylor polynomials for realizing the matrix sequence and computing the index is introduced. Derivatives are computed
using algorithmic differentiation tools.
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1 Introduction
We have developed a new program, daeIndexDet, for the index determination in DAEs
by using algorithmic differentiation (AD) techniques. daeIndexDet stands for Index Determination in DAEs. It uses the indexdet library, also implemented by the authors, which
provides the utilities for the index computation. Both daeIndexDet and indexdet are
coded in C++.
The main advantages of the indexdet library are: the index calculation is based on a
matrix sequence with suitably chosen projectors by using AD techniques [4]; the evaluation of
all derivatives uses the C++ package ADOL-C [15]. ADOL-C provides drivers that compute
convenient derivative evaluations with only a few modifications to the original C++ code,
thereby profiting from operator overloading features. The source code describing the functions
to be derived requires the use of the special variable type adouble instead of double. We
include classes for implementing Taylor arithmetic functionalities. Basic operations with and
over both Taylor polynomials and matrices of Taylor polynomials, as well as Linear Algebra
functions (several matrix multiplications and the QR factorization with column pivoting being
the most relevant ones) that complement the index determination are provided by overloading
built-in operators in C++. Furthermore, we extend the exception handling mechanisms from
C++ to provide a robust solution to the shortcomings of traditional error handling methods,
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like those that may occur during execution time when computing the index. Apart from some
predefined exception types from C++, we introduce a class, IDException, to define and
handle new exception objects typical of the index computation.
Solving DAEs by Taylor series using AD has already been addressed in [2, 5, 11, 12, 13],
to name only a few. Our work differs from others in the way we determine the index for
nonlinear DAEs. It is based on the tractability index concept, which uses a matrix sequence
from a linearization of the DAE along a given function, and it does not need derivative arrays.
For example, Nedialkov and Pryce use the DAETS solver for DAE initial value problems and
the AD package FADBAD++ [1] for doing AD. DAETS is based on Pryce’s structural analysis
[14]. FADBAD is a C++ package for AD that uses operator overloading.

2 Index Determination in DAEs
We deal with DAEs given by the general equation with properly stated leading term
f ((d(x(t),t))′ , x(t),t) = 0,

t ∈ I,

(1)

with I ⊆ R being the interval of interest. A detailed analysis on how to compute the tractability
index of these DAEs is addressed in [8, 9, 10]. We will give a brief introduction. The tractability index concept of (1) is based on a linearization of (1) along a given trajectory x(t). Such a
linearization looks like
A(t)(D(t)x(t))′ + B(t)x(t) = q(t)
(2)
with coefficients
A(t) :=



∂f
∂ z (z(t), x(t),t)


,

B(t) :=



∂f
∂ x (z(t), x(t),t)


,

and

D(t) :=



∂ d (x(t),t)
∂x


,

and z(t) = d ′ (x(t),t) being the derivative of the dynamic d. The matrix functions
A(t) ∈ Rn×m ,

B(t) ∈ Rn×n ,

and D(t) ∈ Rm×n

are supposed to be continuous.
The computation of the index is based on a matrix sequence for given coefficients A(t),
B(t), and D(t). By forming the sequence of matrices, suitably chosen projectors are computed
using generalized inverses:
G0 := AD,
B0 := B,
Gi+1 := Gi + Bi Qi = (Gi +Wi B0 Qi )(I + G−
i Bi Qi ),

(3)

Bi+1 := (Bi − Gi+1 D− (DP0 . . . Pi+1 D− )′ DP0 . . . Pi−1 )Pi ,
where Qi is a projector function such that im Qi = ker Gi . Pi := I − Qi and Wi are projector
functions such that ker Wi = im Gi . Further, D− denotes the reflexive generalized inverse of D
−
−
and G−
i the reflexive generalized inverse of Gi such that Gi Gi = Pi and Gi Gi = I −Wi . The
projectors Qi play an important role in the determination of the tractability index.
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Definition 1. [8] An equation (2) with properly stated leading term is said to be a regular
index µ DAE in the interval I, µ ∈ N, if there is a continuous matrix function sequence (3)
such that
(a) Gi has constant rank ri on I,
(b) the projector Qi fulfills Qi Q j = 0, with 0 ≤ j < i,
(c) Qi ∈ C(I, Rn×n ) and DP0 . . . Pi D− ∈ C1 (I, Rm×m ), i > 0, and
(d) 0 ≤ r0 ≤ . . . ≤ rµ −1 < n and rµ = n.
Since the index computation depends on the derivatives (DP0 . . . Pi+1 D− )′ , these should be
computed as accurately as possible. Projector properties like Qi Q j = 0, Q2i = Qi or Gi Qi = 0
help in verifying the performance as well as the accuracy of the algorithm.

2.1 Algorithm for Computing the Index
In [7], an algorithm is proposed to realize the matrix sequence and to finally compute the index.
It computes the numerical approximations of the continuous matrix functions A(t), B(t), and
D(t) by the MATLAB routine numjac. The time differentiations needed in the matrix sequence
(i.e. to calculate Bi+1 in (3)) are also computed via numjac. The reflexive generalized inverses
D− and G−
i are computed by singular value decompositions (SVD) of D and Gi , respectively.
The projectors are computed using the generalized inverses. The matrix sequence is computed
until the matrix Gi+1 in (3) is nonsingular.
We propose a new algorithm to compute the tractability index of DAEs introducing the
following features: The approximations of the matrices A(t), B(t), and D(t) are computed using specific drivers from the C++ package ADOL-C. Furthermore, the time differentiations
to compute Bi+1 in (3) are realized via a shift operator over Taylor series, i.e., no more calls
to a differentiation routine are needed. For this purpose we provide new C++ classes, which
overload built-in operators in C++ and implement several Taylor arithmetic functionalities
when the coefficients of a matrix are Taylor series. This allows to compute the derivative
(DP0 . . . Pi+1 D− )′ in (3) only by shifting Taylor series coefficients and by doing some multiplications. In particular, to operate over matrices of Taylor polynomials we apply the Taylor
coefficient propagation by means of truncated polynomial arithmetic from [4] (see Sect. 10.2).
We consider different types of matrix multiplications of the form C = α A · B + β C (for transposed A and/or B, for inferior-right block of B being the identity matrix, for A or B where
only the upper triangular part is of interest, among others) as well as solving equations like
U · X = B, thereby making only a few modifications to the back-substitution algorithm from
[3].
In addition, the reflexive generalized inverses D− and G−
i and therefore the projectors, are
computed using QR decompositions with column pivoting of the involved matrices, which are
less expensive than SVD. The function that implements QR follows the Algorithm 5.4.1 from
[3] and makes use of Householder reflections.
In the rest of this article we define the DAE, the dynamic, and the trajectory as follows. The
function f : Rmdyn × Rmtra × R → Rmdae defines the DAE, the function d : Rmtra × R → Rmdyn
defines the dynamic, and the function x : R → Rmtra defines the trajectory, mtra = mdae being
the number of dependent variables. The trajectory depends only on the independent variable
t. The algorithm determines the tractability index for a given trajectory x at a fixed point t0 .
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3 Program for Computing the Index and a Related Library
Figure 1 shows a general schema with the most important libraries and files we use in the index
determination. The libraries adolc.lib and indexdet.lib provide the functionalities

Fig. 1. The main libraries and files needed for the index determination.

for algorithmic differentiation and index determination, respectively. We use the former, the
adolc.lib library, for the evaluation of derivatives using the C++ package ADOL-C. It can
be downloaded from the ADOL-C’s web site [15]. We provide the latter, the indexdet.lib
library, for the index calculation based on the matrix sequence with suitably chosen projectors
as it was already introduced in Sect. 2. Its code will be free as soon as we will have successfully
finished both its implementation and testing.
The user header (i.e. EHessenberg.h in Fig. 1) contains the DAE whose index should
be computed. That header also contains the dynamic and the trajectory. In other words, the
user should provide the functions x, d(x,t), and f (z, x,t) in a C++ class that implements the
abstract base class IDExample , which in turn is coded in the C++ header IDExample.h
(provided in the library indexdet.lib ). A user header has the following general structure
(with EHessenberg.h used as example):
/** File EHessenberg.h */
#ifndef EHESSENBERG_H_
#define EHESSENBERG_H_
#include "IDExample.h"
// Abstract base class.
class EHessenberg : public IDExample {
public:
/** Class constructor. */
EHessenberg( void ) : IDExample( 3, 4, 1.0, "EHessenberg" )
{ }
/** Definition of the trajectory x. */
void tra( adouble t, adouble *ptra )
{ //... }
/** Definition of the dynamic d(x,t). */
void dyn( adouble *px, adouble t, adouble *pd )
{ //... }
/** Definition of the DAE f(z,x,t). */
void dae( adouble *py, adouble *px, adouble t, adouble *pf )
{ //... }
};
#endif /*EHESSENBERG_H_*/
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Note that the class constructor for the user class EHessenberg does not have any parameter. However, it calls the class constructor of the abstract base class IDExample with specific
parameters: The first parameter corresponds to the number of dependent variables of the dynamic d(x(t),t) and its type is int. It must be equal to the number of equations that define the
dynamic (i.e. mdyn = 3 in the second example from Sect. 4. The second parameter corresponds
to the dimension of the DAE. Its type is also int. Its value must be equal to the number of
equations that define the DAE, as well as equal to the number of equations that define the trajectory x(t) (i.e. mdae = mtra = 4). The third parameter is a double that indicates the point
at which the index should be computed, i.e., the value for the independent variable time (e.g.
t0 = 1.0). The fourth and last parameter is a character string used to denote the output files
with numerical results. For example, the name of the class “EHessenberg” might be used.
The program daeIndetDet works with some global parameters. These parameters are
declared in the header file defaults.h, provided in the library indexdet.lib. They
have default values and allow to define the degree of Taylor coefficients or highest derivative
degree, the threshold to control the precision of the QR factorization with column pivoting,
the threshold to control the precision of I/O functionalities, as well as print out parameters
to control the output. When necessary, the user can provide other values. This is the only
information, in addition to the definition of the trajectory, the dynamic, and the DAE, that is
required from the user.

3.1 Algorithmic Differentiation Using ADOL-C
As mentioned in Sect. 1, we use the C++ package ADOL-C to evaluate derivatives. This is
why the vector functions related to the user’s problems are written in C++.
In particular, specific ADOL-C drivers (i.e. the functions forward and reverse for
the ADOL-C forward and reverse modes, respectively) are used to compute the Taylor coefficients of both the dependent and the independent variables of the DAE, the dynamic, and
the trajectory, respectively. The Taylor coefficients are used in the construction of the matrices
A(t), B(t) and D(t) (see Sect. 2). The general procedure is shown in Fig. 2. The DAE, the
dynamic, and the trajectory are evaluated via function pointers to the member functions that
are coded by the user in its header class as addressed above.

4 Examples
This section introduces two academic examples to test various problem dependent features as
well as the program functionality.
Example 1 ([6])
x2′ + x1 − t = 0,
′
′
x2 + x3 + x1 x2 − η x2 − 1 = 0,
x2



(4)

x2 
1−
+ x3 = 0,
2

with η ∈ R. By considering the differential terms that appear in the first two equations of this
DAE we define the dynamic function, d(x(t),t), as follows:
d1 (x(t),t) = x2 ,
d2 (x(t),t) = x2 + x3 .

(5)
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Fig. 2. Computing Taylor coefficients using ADOL-C.
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We compute the linearization (2) along the trajectory3 :
x1 (t) = t + c,
x2 (t) = 2 − 2et−1 ,

(6)

x3 (t) = log(t + 1),
with c ∈ R. The DAE has index 3 when x1 + x2′ + η = 0. The computation of the index depends
on the derivative x2′ . Choosing η = 1 and t0 = 1 we obtain a singular matrix chain for c = 0
because of x1 + x2′ + η = t0 + c − 2 + 1 = c. In this case, the index is not defined.
Example 2
x1′ + x1 + x4 = 0,
x2′ + α (x1 , x2 , x3 ,t)x4 = 0,
x3′ + x1 + x2 + x3 = 0,

(7)

x3 − p(t) = 0,
where α is a nonnegative C1 function on R3 × R and p is C2 on R. This DAE has index 3 and
dimension 4. The function d(x(t),t) defines the dynamic:
d1 (x(t),t) = x1 ,
d2 (x(t),t) = x2 ,

(8)

d3 (x(t),t) = x3 .
Let the function x : R → R4 define the chosen trajectory:
x1 (t) = sin(t),
x2 (t) = cos(t),
x3 (t) = sin(2t),

(9)

x4 (t) = cos(2t).
Coding the DAEs, the trajectories, and the dynamics for both examples into their respective headers (i.e., coding the functions tra, dyn, and dae already introduced in Sect. 3) is
straightforward. Besides the value of the point t at which the indexes should be computed and
the expressions for the functions α and p (for the second example), no other information is
needed from the user.

5 Experiments
We have conducted several experiments to study both the performance and robustness of
our algorithm by measuring the computation time, the memory requirements, and the accuracy of the results. The experiments were performed on both a laptop PC with AMD
AthlonTM XP 1700+ main processor, 1.47 GHz, 512 MB RAM, Microsoft Windows XP
Professional Version 2002, MinGW32/MSYS, gcc v. 3.4.2 (MinGW-special), and a desktop
PC with IntelTM PentiumTM 4 main processor, 2.8 GHz, 100 GB RAM, Linux version 2.6.57.276.smp, and gcc v.3.3.3 (SuSE Linux).
3

We recall that the function x(t) is not a solution of (1).
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The calculation of the projector Q2 from Example 1 above depends on the calculation
of both projectors Q0 and Q1 . These projectors can be computed exactly. For example, the
element Q2,13 (projector Q2 , first row, third column) has the following expression:
Q2,13 =

1 − β (x1 + η )
,
′
x1 + x2 + η

(10)

where β is an at least once differentiable function that appears in Q1 (in particular, Q1,13 = β )
and x1 + x2′ 6= −η . The function β has the following exact Taylor expansion at the point t0 = 1,
for η = 1 and c = 10−2

β (t) = 0 + 2(t − 1) + (t − 1)2 −

23
10725
(t − 1)3 −
(t − 1)4 + O(t − 1)5 .
3
900

(11)

The Taylor expansion for Q2,13 at the point t = 1, for η = 1, computed from its theoretical
expression with Mathematica is
Q2,13 (t) = 100 + 9598(t − 1) + 969399(t − 1)2 + 9.79044743̄ · 107 (t − 1)3 +
+ 9.887711261916̄ · 109 (t − 1)4 + O(t − 1)5 .

(12)

The Taylor coefficients of Q1,13 and Q2,13 computed with our algorithm are presented in Table 1. The computed values agree with the theoretical ones with high accuracy. Concerning

Table 1. Computed Taylor coefficients for Q1,13 and Q2,13 and their respective relative errors.
Term

Q1,13

Rel.err. Q1,13 Q2,13

(t − 1)0 0.0
0.0
(t − 1)1
2.0000000000000010 5.000e–16
(t − 1)2
0.9999999999999998 2.000e–16
(t − 1)3 –7.6666666666666780 1.478e–15
(t − 1)4 –11.9166666666667400 6.153e–15

9.999999999999321 · 10
9.597999999998652 · 103
9.693989999997970 · 105
9.790447433330607 · 107
9.886594928579903 · 109

Rel.err. Q2,13
6.790e–14
1.404e–13
2.094e–13
2.785e–13
1.129e–4

accuracy, our algorithm improves the performance of the algorithm presented in [7]. We have
obtained more accurate results, especially around the points where the index might vary (i.e.,
around the DAE singular points). Not only are the derivatives calculated with machine precision, but also the determination of the index does not suffer from problem dependent singularities, at least very close to the singular points. Even at the singular point, when c = 0 (for
t = 1 and η = 1), the algorithm from [7] has to set the threshold to compare pivot elements in
the QR factorization to 3 · 10−5 . With a threshold smaller than this value neither the singular
point is identified nor the index is correctly computed. Instead, our algorithm works well with
a threshold value up to 10−12 . Furthermore, the singular point is accurately identified in a
closer neighborhood and the index is always correctly computed (i.e., it is equal to 3).
The computation time or program running time concerns the computation of derivatives,
as well as the running time of the algorithm that determines the index. For Example 2 and for
α = t and p(t) = 1, we can observe a slow quadratic growth as the number of Taylor coefficients increases (see Fig. 3). The computation time starts rising from 30 Taylor coefficients
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Fig. 3. Program running time for Example 2.

onwards. It its worthwhile noticing that, even for calculations with over 190 Taylor coefficients, the overall computation time does not exceed a second. To test the robustness of the
algorithm and the time dependence when varying the number of Taylor coefficients, which are
the main goals of this experiment, computations were performed for more than 10000 Taylor
coefficients. The computation time in these cases was slightly greater than 6 minutes.
The memory requirements for the last example show that for a large number of Taylor
coefficients the size of the ADOL-C tapes remains acceptable (about 3500 KB for 10003
Taylor coefficients).

6 Conclusions
We presented a new algorithm for the index computation in DAEs. It successfully applies
AD techniques for calculating derivatives using new matrix-algebra operations especially developed for matrices of Taylor polynomials. By applying our algorithm we obtained more
accurate results for some academic examples that were previously computed with a finitedifferences-based approach. Both, algorithm performance and robustness were tested for thousands of Taylor coefficients. Last, but not least, we implemented a user friendly C++ algorithm
to be used as an experimental tool for accurate index computation and we extensively documented all programs, headers, and classes.
Our current work concentrates on consistent initialization and the specific AD functionalities. Future work will center on comparing the accuracy to already existing techniques for
index calculation as well as applications to more realistic problems.
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